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Home-Thoughts from Abroad 
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T
he occasion for this lecture was the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the 

Universiry of the West Indies (UWI). Nineteen forry-eight was also, as it happens, 

the year of the arrival at Tilbury Docks in the UK of the SS Empire Windrush, the 

troopship, with its cargo of West Indian volunteers, returning from home-leave in the 

Caribbean, together with a small company of civilian migrants. This event signified the start 

of posrwar Caribbean migration to Britain and stands symbolically as the birth date of the 

Mro-Caribbean posrwar black diaspora. Its anniversary in 1998 was celebrated as 

symbolizing "the irresistible rise of multi-racial Britain". I 
Migration has been a constant motif of the Caribbean story. But the Witzdrush initiated 

a new phase of diaspora formation whose legacy is the black Caribbean settlements in the 

UK. The purpose here is not to offer a historical account of the evolution of this diaspora

though its troubled history deserves to be better known in the Caribbean, even, one (dare 

one suggest) more systematically studied. The fate of Caribbean people living in the UK, the 

US or Canada is no more 'external' to Caribbean history than the Empire was 'external' to 

the so-called domestic history of Britain. though that is indeed how contemporary 

historiography constructs them. At all events, the question of diaspora is posed here primarily 

I TIlis is the: subtitle of the volume. Windrwh. by Mike Phillips and Trevor Phillips (London: HarpetColJios, 1998) that 
accompanied the BBe 1V series, 
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because of the light that it throws on the complexities, not simply of building, but of 
imagining Caribbean nationhood and identity, in an era of intensifying globalization. 

Nations, Benedict Anderson suggests, are not only sovereign political entities but 
"imagined communities"? Thirty years after independence, how are Caribbean nations 
imagined? This question is central, not only to their peoples but to the arts and culture they 
produce, where some 'imagined subject' is always in play. Where do their boundaries begin 
and end, when regionally each is culturally and historically so closely related to its 
neighbours, and so many live thousands of miles from 'home'? How do we imagine their 
relation ro 'home', the nature of their 'belongingness'? And how are we to think of national 
identity and 'belongingness' in the Caribbean in the light of this diaspora experience? 

The black settlements in Britain are not totally separated from their roots in the 
Caribbean. Mary Chamberlain's Narratives of Exile and Return, with its life histories of 
Barbadian migrants to the UK, emphasizes how strong the links remain.3 As is common to 
most transnadonal communities, (he extended family - as network and site of memory - is 
the critical conduit between the two locations. Barbadians, she suggests, have kept alive in 
exile a strong sense of what 'home' is like and tried ro maintain a Barbadian 'cultural 
identity'. This picture is confirmed by research amongst Caribbean migrants in general in the 
UK that suggests that, amongst the so-called ethnic minorities in Britain, what we might call 
'associational identification' with the cultures of origin remains strong, even into the second 
and third generation, though the places of origin are no longer the only source of 
identification4 The strength of the umbilical tie is also reflected in the growing numbers of 
retired Caribbean returnees. Chamberlain's judgement is that "A determination to construct 
autonomous Barbadian identities in Britain ... if current trends continue, is likely ro be 
enhanced rather than diminished by time.") 

However, it would be wrong ro see these trends as singular or unambiguous. In the 
diaspora situation, identities become multiple. Alongside an associative connection with a 
particular island 'home' there are other centripetal forces: there is the West-Indianness that 
they sbare with other West Indian migrants. (George Lamming once remarked that his [and, 
incidentally, my] generation became 'West Indian', not in the Caribbean but in London!) 
There are the similarities with other so-called ethnic minority populations, emergent 'black 
British' identities, the identification with the localities of settlement. also the symbolic 

2 Be.nedict Anderson, Imagin�d CommuniNn (London: Verso, 1991). 
3 Mary Olamberlain. Na"aliwso/Exilnzrui Return (Houndsmill: Macmillan. 1998). 
4 See T. Modood. R. Benhoud. et al., Ethnic Minorities in Britain (London: Policy Stud.ies Institun:, 1997). 
5 Chamberlain, Na"atiws. p. 132. 
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re-identifications with 'Mrican' and more recently with 'Mrican-American' cultures - all 
jostling for place alongside, say, their 'Barbadianness'. 

Mary Chamberlain's interviewees also speak eloquently of how difficult many returnees 

find reconnecting with the societies of their birth. Many miss the cosmopolitan rhythms of 

life to which they have become acclimatized. Many feel that 'home' has changed beyond all 

recognition. In turn, they are seen as having had the natural and spontaneous chains of 

connection disturbed by their diasporic experiences. They are happy to be home. Bur history 

has somehow irrevocably intervened. 

This is the fumiliar, deeply modern, sense of dis-location, which - it increasingly appears 

- we do not have to travel far to experience. Perhaps we are all, in modern times - after the 

Fall, so to speak - what the philosopher, Heidegger, called 'Umheuimlicheit' - literally, 

'not-at-home'. As lain Chambers eloquently expresses it: 

We can never go home. rerum (0 (he primal scene, to the forgotten moment of our beginnings and 
'3uchemiciry', for there is always something else between. We C3.nnO( return to a bygone unity, for 
we can only know the past, memory. the unconscious through irs effects, chat is when it is brought 
inro language and from there embark on an (interminable) analysis. In from of [he 'forest of signs' 
(Baudelaire) we fmd ourselves always at the crossroads, holding our smries and memories 
('secularized reliques', as Benjamin, rbe collector. describes them) while scanning rhe constellation 
full of tension that lies before us. seeking the language. the scyle. that will dominate movement and 
give it form. Perhaes it is more a question of seeking to be at home here. in the only time and 
cOntext we have . . . '6 

What light, then, does the diaspora experience throw on issues of cultural identiry in the 

Caribbean? Since this is a conceptual and epistemological, as well as an empirical, question, 

what does the diaspora experience do to our models of cultural identity? How are we to 

conceptualize or imagine identity, difference and belongingness, after diaspora' Since 

'culm_ral identity' carries so many overtones of essential unity, primordial oneness, 

indivisibility and sameness, how are we to 'think' identities inscribed within relations of 

power and constructed across difference, and disjuncture? 

Essentially, it is assumed that cultural identity is fixed by birth, part of nature, 

imprinted through kinship and lineage in the genes, constitutive of our innermost selves. 

It is impermeable to something as 'worldly', secular and superficial as temporarily 

moving one's place of residence. Poverry, underdevelopment, the lack of opportunities -
the legacies of Empire everywhere - may force people to migrate. bringing about the 

scattering - the dispersal. But each dissemination carries with it the promise of the 

redemptive return. 

6 Jain Chambers, BorMr Dililogun: lou",?J in l'oJI-Motkrnity (London: Routledge. 1990). p. 104. 
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This powerful interpretation of the concept of' diaspora' is the one mosr familiar to 

Caribbean people. It has become part of our newly constructed collective sense of self and 

deeply writren in as the subtext in nationalist histories. It is modelled on the modern history 

of the Jewish people (from whom the term 'diaspora' was first derived), whose nne in the 

Holocaust - one of the few world-historical events comparable in barbariry to that of 

modern slavery - is well known. More significant, however, for the Caribbean is the Old 

Testament version of the story. There we find the analogue, critical to our history, of'the 

chosen people', taken away by violence into slavery in 'Egypt'; their 'suffering' at the hands 

of'Babylon'; the leadership of Moses, followed by the Great Exodus - "movement ofJah 

People" - out of bondage and the return to the Promised Land. This is ur-source of that 

great New World narrative of freedom, hope and redemption which is repeated again and 

again throughout slavery - the Exodus and the 'Freedom Ride'. It has provided every black 

New World liberatory discourse with its governing metaphor. Many believe this Old 

Testament narrative to be much more powerful for the popular imaginary of New World 

black people than the so-called Christmas Story. (Indeed, in the very week in which this 

lecture was first delivered at the UWI Cave Hill campus, the Barbados Advocau -looking 

forward to independence celebrations - attached the honorific titles of 'Moses' and 'Aaron' 

to the 'founding fathers' of Barbadian independence, Errol Barrow and Cameron Tudor!) 

In this metaphor, history - which is open to freedom because it is contingent - is 

represented as teleological and redemptive: circling back to the restoration of its originary 

moment, healing all rupture, repairing every violent breach through this return. This hope 

has become, for Caribbean people, condensed into a sott of foundational myth. It is, by any 

standards, a great vision. Ics power - even in the modern world - to move mountains can 

never be underestimated. 

I t is, of course, a closed conception of 'tribe', diaspora and homeland. To have a cultural 

identity in this sense is to be primordially in touch with an unchanging essential core, which 

is timeless, binding future and present to past in an unbroken line. This umbilical cord is 

what we call 'tradition', the test of which is its truth to its origins, its self-presence: to itself. its 

'authenticity'. It is of course, a myth - with all the real power that our governing myths carry 

to shape our imaginaries. influence our actions, give meaning to OUf lives and make sense of 

our hisrory. 

Foundational myths are, by definition, tran,historical: not only outside history, but 

fundamentally a-historical. They are anachronistic and have the structure of a double 

inscription. Their redemptive power lies in the future. which is yet co come. But they work 

by ascribing what they predict will happen to their description of what has already happened, 
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of what it was like in the beginning. History, however, like Time's arrow, is, if not linear, 

then successive. The narrative structure of myths is cyclical. But within history, their 

meaning is often transformed. It is, after all, precisely this exclusive conception of 'homeland' 

that led the Serbs to refuse to share their territory - as they have done for centuries - with 

their Muslim neighbours in Bosnia and justified ethnic cleansing in Kosovo. It is a version of 

this conception of the Jewish diaspora, and its prophesied 'return' to Israel, that is the source 

ofIsrael's quarrel with its Middle Eastern neighbours, for which the Palestinian people have 

paid so dearly and, paradoxically, by expulsion from what is also, after all, their homeland. 

Here, then, is the paradox. Now, our troubles begin. A people cannot live without hope. 

But there is a problem when we take our metaphors too literally. Questions of cultural 

identiry in diasporas cannot be 'thought' in this way? They have proved so troubling and 

perplexing for Caribbean people precisely because, with us, identiry is irredeemably a 

historical question. Our societies are composed, not of one, but of many peoples. Their 

origins are not singular but diverse. Those to whom the land originally belonged have long 

since, largely, perished - decimated by hard labour and disease. The land cannot be 'sacred' 

because it was 'violated' - not empry but emptied. Everyone who is here originally belonged 

somewhere else. Far from being continuous with our pasts, our relation to that history is 

marked by the most horrendous, violent, abrupt, ruptural breaks. Instead of the slowly 

evolving pact of civil association so central to the liberal discourse of Western moderniry, our 

'civil association' was inaugurated by an act of imperial will. What we now call the 

Caribbean was reborn in and through violence. The pathway to our moderniry is marked out 

by conquest, expropriation, genocide, slavery, the plantation system and the long tutelage of 

colonial dependency. No wonder in van der Straet's famous engraving of Europe 

encountering America (c. 1600), Amerigo Vespucci is the commanding male figure, 

surrounded by the insignia of power, science, knowledge and religion: and 'America' is, as 

often, allegorized as a woman, naked, in a hammock, surrounded by the emblems of an - as 

yet unviolated - exotic landscape.8 

Our peoples have their roots in - Of, more accurately, can trace their 'routes' from - the 

four corners of the globe, from Europe, Africa, Asia, forced together in the fourth corner is 

the 'primal scene' of the New World. Their 'routes' are anything but 'pure'. The great 

7 Sec Stuart H:a.ll. "Culturalldenriry and Diaspora", in Ilkntity: Community. Cultuu, Diffirmct. cd. Jonathan Rutherford 
(London: laWll!n� and Waslwt, 1990); and S. Hall and P. duGar. f!ds., QuertiOIU ofCuhurtd Itkntity. (London: S�. 1997), 
pp.222-37. 

8 See Stuart Hall. 'The West and me Rest: Discourse and Power", in Ponna/wm ofMod�rnjty (Dmbridgc: Poli()' Press and 
The Opt:n UnivcI$ity. 1994), pp. 274�320. 
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majorities are 'African' in descent - but, as Shakespeare would have said, 

"north-by-north-west". We know this term 'Africa' is, in any event, a modern construction, 

referring to a variety of peoples, tribes, cultures and languages whose principal common 

- point of origin lay in the confluence of the slave trade. In the Caribbean, 'Africa' has since 

been joined by the East Indians and the Chinese: indenture enters alongside slavery. The 

distinctiveness of OUf culture is manifesdy the outcome of the most complex interweaving 

and fusion in the furnace of colonial society, of different African, Asian and European 

cultural elements. 

This hybrid outcome can no longer be easily disaggregated into its original 'authentic 

elements. The fear that, somehow, this makes Caribbean culture nothing but a simulacrum 

or cheap imitation of rhe cultures of the colonizers need not detain us, fot this is so obviously 

not the case. But the cultural logic at work here is manifestly a 'creolizing' or transcultural 

one, as Mary Louise Pratt uses the term, following in the tradition of some of the best 

cultural tlleoretical writing of the tegion9 Through transculturation "subordinated or 

marginal groups select and invent from materials transmitted to them by a dominant 

metropolitan culture". It is a process of the 'contact zone', a term mat invokes lithe spatial 

and temporal co-presence of subjects previously separated by geographic and historical 

disjunctures ... whose trajectories now intersect". This perspective is dialogic since it is as 

interested in how the colonized produce the colonizer as the other way around: the 

"co-presence, interaction, interlocking of understandings and practices, often [in the 

Caribbean case, we must say always) within radically asymmetrical relations of power". 1
0 

It is 

the disjunctive logic that colonization and Western modernity introduced into the world and 

its entry into history constituted the world after 1492 as a profoundly unequal but 'global' 

enterprise and made Caribbean people what David Scott has recenely described as "conscripts 

of modernity". 1 J 
In the early 1990s, I made a television series, called Redemption Song, for BBC2 about 

the different cultural tributaries within Caribbean culture.12 In the visits I made in 

connection with the series, what amazed me was the presence of the same basic trace 

elements (similariry), together with the ways these had been uniquely combined into 

9 Mary Louise Pratt, Imptrial Ey�J: Tratlfl Writing and TralUrnlturtu;o1l (London: Roucledge, 1992). Set:, inJu alia, F�rnando 
Ortiz, Cubon Coullurpoint: Tobacco anJ Sugar (New York: A A. Knopf, 194n; Edouard Glissanr, Le diJC()uN antiUaiJ (Paris: 
Editions du SemI. 1981); Edward Kanuu Brathwaite, The Dewlopmmf of Crt ok Society in jamaica, /770-/820 (Oxford: 
Oxford University p�, 1971). 

10 Prom. Imperial Eyes, pp. 6-7. 
II David Scott. "Corucsiprs ofModerniry" (unpublished paper). 
12 Rrdrmption Sollg. Seven progr:unmC!S made with Barraclough and Carey for BBe2 and uansmitted 1989-90. 
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different configurations in each place (difference). I felt 'Africa' dosest to the surface in Haiti 

and Jamaica. And yet, the way the African gods had been synthesized with Christian saints in 

the complex universe of Haitian vodoun is a particular mix only to be found in the 

Caribbean and Latin America -though there are analogues wherever comparable syncretisms 

emerged in the wake of colonization. The style of Haitian painting often described as 

'primitive' is in fact the most complex rendering -in visionary terms -of this religious 

'double-consciousness'. The distinguished Haitian painter whom we filmed - Andre Pierre -

said a prayer to both Christian and vodoun gods before he commenced work. Like the 

Jamaican painter, Brother Everald Brown, Pierre saw painting as essentially a visionary and 

'spiritual' task. He sang us the 'Stoty' of Ills canvas -white-robed, tie-headed black 'saints' 

and travellers crossing The River -as he painted. 

I felt close to France in both Haiti and Martinique, but to different Frances: in Haiti, 

the 'France' of the Old Empire, which the Haitian Revolution (the explosive fusion of 

African slave resistance and French Republican traditions in the demand for liberty under 

Toussaint L'Ouverture) brought to its knees; in Martinique, the 'France' of the New Empire 

-of Republicanism, GauUism, Parisian 'chic' crossed by the transgressions of black 'style' 

and the complex affiliations to 'Frenchness' of Fanon and Cesaire. In Barbados, as expected, 

I felt doser to England, and its understated social discipline -as one once did, occasionally, 

but feels no longer in Jamaica. Nevertheless, the distinctive habits, customs and social 

etiquette of Barbados are so dearly a translation, through African slavety, of that small-scale, 

intimate plantation culture that refigured the Barbadian landscape. In Trinidad, above all, 

the complex traditions of ' the East' in 'the West' -ofIndian Carnival Queens, roti stalls on 

the savannah and Diwali candles glirtering in the San Fernando darkness, and the 

distinctively Spanish Catholic rhyThm of sin-contrition-and-absolution (Shrove Tuesday's 

masque followed by Ash Wednesday mass) that is so close to the Trinidadian character. 

Everywhere, hybridity, diffiranu. 
The closed conception of diaspora rests on a binary conception of difference. It is 

founded on the construction of an exclusionary frontier and depends on the construction of 

an 'Other' and a fixed opposition between inside and outside. But the syncretized 

configurations of Caribbean cultural identity require Derrida's notion of diffrrance

differences that do not work through binaries, veiled boundaries that do not fmally separate 

but double up as plaus de passng', and meanings that are positional and relational, always on 

the sLide along a spectrum without end or beginning. Difference, we know, is essential to 

meaning, and meaning is critical for culture. But in a profoundly CQunrer-intujrive move, 

modern linguistics after Saussure insists that meaning cannot be finally fixed. There is always 
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the inevitable 'slippage' of meaning in the open semiosis of a culture, as that which seems 

fixed continues to be dialogically reappropriated. The fantasy of a final meaning remains 

haunted by 'lack' or 'excess', but is never graspable in the plenirude of its presence to itself. 

As Bakhtin and Volosinov argued, 

The social multiaccenruality of the ideological sign is a very crucial aspec[ , .. it is rhanks (0 [his 
intersecting of accents iliac a sign maintains its vitality and dynamism and [he capacity for further 
development. A sign which has been withdrawn from dte pressures of the social struggle ... inevitably 
loses its force, degenerating into allegory and becoming the object not of a live social intelligibility bur 
of philological Comprehension.13 

In this conception, the binary poles of 'sense' and 'nonsense' are constantly undermined by 

the more open-ended and fluid process of , making sense in translation'. 

This cultural 'logic' has been described by Kobena Mercer as a "diasporic aesthetic". 

Across a whole range of cultural forms there is a powerful syncrcdc dynamic which cridca1ly 
appropriates elements from the master·code.s of the dominam culrwes and crealizes them, 
disarticulating given signs and fe-articulating their symbolic meaning omerwise. The subversive force of 
this hybridizing tendency is most apparcnr at the level of language itself [including visual language] 
where creoles, patois and Black English decenue. destabilize and carnivalize the linguistic domination of 
'English' - the nation-language of master-discoursc - through strategic inflections, reacccnruarions and 
other performacive moves in semamic, syntactic and lexical codes.14 

Caribbean culture is essentially driven by a diaspotic aesthetic. In anthropological terms, its 

cultures are irretrievably 'impure'. This impurity, so often constructed as burden and loss, is 

itself a necessary conclition of their modemiry. As the novelist Salman Rushclie once 

observed, "hybtidity, impurity, intermingling, the transformation that comes of new and 

unexpected combinations of human beings, cultures. ideas, politics, movies, songs" is "how 

newness enters the worldu•15 This is not to suggest that the different elements in a syncretic 

formation stand in a relation of equality to one another. They are always differently inscribed 

by relarions of power - above all the relations of dependency and subordination sustained by 

colonialism itself. The independence and postcolonial moments, in which these imperial 

histories remain actively reworked. are therefore necessarily moments of cultural struggle, of 

revision and re-appropriation. However, this reconfiguration cannot be represented as a 

'going back to where we were before' since, as Chambers reminds us, "there is always 

something else between". 16 This "something else between" is what makes the Caribbean 

itself, pte-eminently, the case of a modern cliaspora. 

13 M. Bakhtin and V. N. Volosinov. Marxism and tIN Philowphy ofLAlJgIUlg� (New York and London: Scmin!ll" Press. 1973). 
14 Kobena Mercer. "Oiaspor:a. Culture and the Dialogic Imagination", in Wtlcom� w thtJungk: Ntw Po!itiom in Swelt Cultural 

Studitl (London: Routledge, 1994), pp. 63-64. 
15 Salman Rushdie. Imaginary Homtlands (London: Gr:tnta Boola, 1990), p. 394. 
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The relationship between Caribbean cultures and their diasporas cannot therefore be 

adequately conceptualized in terms of origin to copy, primary source to pale reflection. It has 

to be understood as one djaspora to another. Here, the national frame is not very helpful. 

Nation states impose rigid frontiers within which cultures are expected to flourish. That was 

the primary relationship between sovereign national polities and their 'imagined 

communities' in the era of European nation state dominance. It was also the frame adopted 

by the nationalist and nation-buildjng politics after independence. The question is whether it 

still provides a useful framework for understanding the cultural exchanges between the black 

diasporas. 

Globalization, of course, is not a new phenomenon. Irs history is coterminous with the 

era of European exploration, conquesr and the formation of the capitalist world-market. The 

earlier phases of this so-calJed global history were held together by the tension between these 

conflicting poles - the heterogeneiry of the global market and the centripetal force of the 

nation state - constituting between them one of the fundamental rhythms of early capitalist 

world systems. I? The Caribbean was one of its key scenarios, across which the stabilization of 

the European nation-state system was fought through and accomplished in a series of 

imperial setclements. The apogee of imperialism at the end of the nineteenth century, twO 

world wars and cl,e national independence and decolonizing movements of the twentieth 

century marked the zenith, and the terminal point, of this phase. 

It is now rapidly drawing to a close. Global developments above and below the level 

of the nation state have undermined the nation's reach and scope of manoeuvre, and 

with that the scale and comprehensiveness - the panoptic assumptions - of itS 

'imaginary'. In any event, cultures have always refused to be so perfectly corralled within 

the national boundaries. They transgress political limitS. Caribbean culture, in particular, 

has not been well served by the national frame. The imposition of national frontiers 

within the imperial system fragmented rhe region into separate and estranged national 

and linguistic entities from which it has never recovered. The alternative frame of "The 

Black Atlantic", proposed by Paul Gilroy, is a powerful counter-narrative to the 

discursive insertion of the Caribbean into European national stories, bringing to the 

surface the lateral exchanges and 'family resemblances' across the region as a whole which 
. 

al' h' b 18 a nauon 1St IstOry 0 scures. 

16 Chambers, Bord" Dillwgues, p. 104. 
17 Immanuel Wallerstein. ''TI\(' Nadon:a! ;md me Uni�I"S:lI", in euuure. Globlllwuion and the Wor'" Spfem, cd. A. King 

(London: Macmillan. 1991), pp. 91-106. 
18 Paul Gilroy, The Buuit AtumlU: (London: Verso. 1993). 
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The new, post-1970s phase of globalization is, of course, still deeply rooted in the 

structured disparities of wealth and power. But its forms, however uneven, are more 'global' 

in {heir operation, planetary in perspective, with transnational corporate interests, the 

deregulation of world markets and the global flow of capital, technologies and 

communication systems transcending and side-lining the old nation-state framework. This 

new 'transnational' phase of the system has its cultural 'centre' everywhere and nowhere. It is 

becoming 'decentred'. This does not mean that it lacks power, or indeed that nation states 

have no role in it. But that role has been in many respects subordinated ro larger global 

systemic operations. The rise of supra-national formations, such as the Eu_capean Union, is 

testimony to the ongoing erosion of national sovereignty. The undoubted hegemonic 

position of the USA in this system is related, not to its narion-state status but to its global 

and neo-imperial role and ambitions. 

It is therefore important to see this diasporic perspective on culture as subversive of 

traditional narion-oriented cultural models. Like other globalizing processes cultural 

globalization is de-territorializing in irs effects. Irs space-time condensations, driven by new 

technologies, loosen the tie between culture and 'place'. Glaring disjunctures of time and 

space are abtuptly convened, without obliterating their differential rhythms and times. 

Cultures, of course, have their 'locations'. But it is no longer easy to say where they originate. 

What we can chart is more akin to a process of repetition-with-difference; or 

reciprocity-without-beginning. In this perspective, black British identities are not just a pale 

reflection of a 'true' Caribbeanness of origin, which is destined to be progressively weakened. 

They are the outcome of their own relatively autonomous formation. However, the logic that 

governs them involves the same processes of transplantation. syncretizadon and 

diaspora-ization that once produced Caribbean identities, only now operating in a different 

space and time frame, a different chronotope - in the time of diffirance. 

Thus dancehall music and subculture in Britain was, of course, inspired by and takes 

much of its style and attitude from the daneehall music and subculture ofjamaica. But it 

now has its own variant black British forms, and its own indigenous locations. The recent 

'dancehall' film, Babymother, is 'authentically' located in the mixed-race inner-city wne of 

Harlesden, in the streets and clubs, the recording studios and live venues, the street life and 

danger-zones of North London.19 The three ragga girls, its heroines, shop for their exotic 

outfits in another suburb of London. Southall, which is familiarly known as Little India. 

19 BabJmolhuw:u rele3S�d in London, the USA 2nd J�iCl in 1998. If was directed by Julian HenriqueS", the son of:l 
distinguished J:lmaican amhropologis[ who lives in London and produced by his wife 2nd partner, Parminckr Vir, who is 
from [he Punjab. They mer, needless to say, from these twO poles of Empire, in London. 
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These difforances are not without real effects. Unlike the classic representations of dancehall 

elsewhere, this film charts the struggles of three girls co become ragga dancehall DJs

thereby bringing the vexed issue of sexual politics in Jamrucan popular culture dead cenue co 

the narrative, where other versions are still hiding it away behind a cultural nationalist screen. 

Isaac Julien's documentary film, Th. Dark" Silk of Black, has three locations - Kingston, 

New York and London. Perhaps it is this relative 'freedom of place' that enables him to 

confront the deep homophobia common co the different variants of gangsta rap without 

collapsing into the degraded language of 'the innate violence of the black posses' that now 

disfigures British Sunday journalism. 

Dancehall is now an indigenized diasporic musical form - one of several black musics 

winning the hearts and souls of some white London 'wannabe' kids (that is 'wannabe 

black'!), who speak a mean mixture of Trench Town pacois, New York hip-hop and estuary 

English and for whom 'black style' simply is the symbolic equivalent of modern sueet 

credibility. (Of course, they are not the only garden-variety of British youth. There are also 

the skin-heads, swastika-tattooed denizens of abandoned white suburbs such as Eltham, who 

also practise their violent manoeuvres 'globally' at international football matches, five of 

whom stabbed the black teenager, Stephen lawrence to death at a South London bus stop, 

simply because he dared to change buses in their 'terricory
,
.)2o What is now known as jungle 

music in London is another 'original' crossover (there have been many since Bricish versions 

of ska, black soul, two-cone and 'roots' reggae) between Jamaican dub, Atlantic Avenue 

hip-hop and gangsta rap and white techno (as bangra and tabla-and-bass are crossover musics 

between rap. techno and the Indian classical tradition). 

In the vernacular cosmopolitan exchanges that allow 'Third' and 'First' World popular 

musical traditions to fertilize one another, and which have constructed a symbolic space 

where so-called advanced elecuonic technology meets the so-called primitive rhythms -

where Harlesden becomes Trench Town - there is no traceable origin left, except along a 

circuitous and discontinuous chain of connections. The proliferation and dissemination of 

new hybrid and syncretic musical forms can no longer be captured in the centre/periphery 

model or based simply on some nostalgic and exoticized notion of the recovery of ancient 

rhythms. Ie is the Story of the production of culture, of new and thoroughly modern diaspora 

20 The official inquiry chaired by Sir William Macpherson into the d�th ofS[cphcn Lawrcnce, convened after five years only 
as a result of the heroic effortS of his parents, Doreen and Neville uwrence and a small group of black 5upponers. 'N'aS a 
public event:U1d a awe celebre in 1998, 2nd a rurning point in British I"2Ce rd:uions. It resulled in me judge finding the 
Mctropoliran Polia: guilry of "iostirution:al racism", Sec Sir William Macpherson ofOuny, The Suphm Lawren£e /"'luiry 
Rrpon. Cmnd. 4262-1 (1999). 
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musics - of course, drawing on the materials and forms of many fragmented musical 

tradirions. 

Their modernity needs, above all, to be emphasized. In 1998, rhe Institute for the 

International Visual Arts and the Whitechapd Gallety organized the first major retrospective 

of the work of a major Caribbean visual artist, Aubrey Williams 0926-90). Williams was 

born and worked for many years as an agricultural officer in Guyana. He subsequently lived 

and painted, at different stages of his career, in England, Guyana, Jamaica and ti,e USA. His 

paintings embrace a variety of twentieth centuty styles, from the figurative and the 

iconographic to abstraction. His major work demonstrates a wide variety of formal influences 

and inspirational sources - Guyanese myths, artefacts and landscapes, pre-Columbian and 

Mayan motifs, wildlife, birds and animal figures, Mexican mural ism, the symphonies of 

Shostakovitch, and the abstract-expressionist forms characteristic of postwar British and 

European modernism. His paintings defy characterization, as simply either Caribbean or 

British. These vibrant, explosively colourful canvases, with their cosmic shapes and the 

indistinct traces of forms and figures faintly but suggestively embedded in the abstract 

surfaces, clearly belong to, but have never been officially recognized as part of, the 

essential story of'British modernism'. No doubt his flirtation with European music and 

abstraction, in some minds. qualified his credentials as a 'Caribbean' painter. Yet. if is rhe 

two impulses working together. his translation posicion between two worlds, several 

aesthetics, many languages, that establish him as an outstanding, original and formidably 

modern artist. 

In the catalogue produced for the Williams retrospective, the art critic, Guy Brett 

comments: 

Of course, the subtlety of the manec - the complexity of the history that has yet (Q be written - is that 
Aubrey Williams' work would have (Q be considered in three differem comacs: that of Guyana. that of 
the Guy:anese and West Indian diaspota in Britain, and chat of British society. These comexts would 
have to be considered to a degree separately, and in their complicated imeHdationships, affected by the 
realities of power. And all would have (0 be adjusted in rdadon to WiUiams' own desire to be simply a 
modern, concemporary artist, me equal of any orner. At one mameO( he could say, 'I haven't wasted a 
lot of energy on rhis roots bwiness . . . I've paid anemion to a hundred difJ'erem things. ' , why must I 
isolate one philosophy?'; at another. 'the crux of me macter inherent in my work since I was a boy has 
been the human predicament, specifically with regard to the Guyanese situation',21 

What, then, about all those efforts to reconstruct Caribbean identities by going back to irs 

originaty sources? Were these struggles of cultural recovety useless? Far from it. The 

21 Guy Bn:u. "A Tr;agic Ext:ilemen,", in Aubrry Wi/JUzms (London: InStiture for me Imernarional Visual Am and Whircdupel 
G�I,'l'. 1998). p. 24. 
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reworking of Africa in the Caribbean weave has been the most powerful and subversive 
element in our cultural politics in the twentieth century. And its capaciry to disrupt the 
pose-independence nationalist 'settlement' is certainly not over. Bur this is not primarily 
because we are connected to our African past and heritage by an unbreakable chain across 
which some singular African culture has flowed unchanged down the generations, but 
because of how we have gone about producing 'Africa' again, within the Caribbean narrative. 
At every juncture - think of Garveyism, Hibbert, Rastafarianism, the new urban popular 
culture - it has been a maner of interpreting 'Africa') rereading 'Africa', of what 'Africa' 
could mean to us now, after diaspora. 

Anthropologically, this question has often been approached in terms of'survivals'. The 
signs and traces of that presence are, of course, everywhere. 'Africa' llves, not only in the 
retention of African words and syntactic structures in language or rhythmic patterns in music 
but in the way African speech forms have permanently disrupted, inflected and subverted the 
way Caribbean people speak, the way they appropriated 'English', the master tongue. It 

'lives' in the way every Caribbean Christian congregation, familiar with every line of the 
Moody and Sankey hymnal, nonetheless drag and elongate the pace of "Onward Christian 
Soldiers" back down to a more grounded body-rhythm and vocal register. Africa is alive and 
well in the diaspora. But it is neither the Africa of those territories, now obscured by the 
postcolonial map maker, from which slaves were snatched for transportation nor the Africa 
of today, which is at least four or five different 'continents' rolled into one, its forms of 
subsistence destroyed, its peoples structurally adjusted into a devastating modern poverty?2 

The 'Africa' that is alive and well in this part of the world is what Africa has become in the 
New World, in the violent vortex of colonial syncretism, reforged in the furnace of the 
colonial cook-pot. 

Equally significant, then, is the way this 'Africa' provides resources for survival today, 
alternative histories to those imposed by colonial rule and the raw materials for reworking in 
new and distinctive cultural patterns and forms. [n this perspective, 'survivals' in their 
original form are massively outweighed by the process of cultural translation. As Sarat 
Maharaj reminds us 

Translation. as Derrida puts it. is quite unlike buying, selling, swapping - however much it has been 
conventionaHy piccured in those terms. It is nor a matter of shipping over juicy chunks of meaning from 
one side of the: language barrier (Q the other - as with fasr·food packs at an ove:Hhe-coumer take: away 
ourfit. Meaning is nO( a readymade, porrable thing that can be 'carried over' the: divide. TIle translaror is 

22 S� D:lVid SCO[t. "Trun Evtnl. this Memory: NOlU on [he Anthropology of African Diasporas in the New World", DillJporo 
1, no. 3 (1991), pp. 261·84. 
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obliged to consrrucr meaning in the source language and then [0 figure and fashion it a second time 
round in the materials of [he language into which he or she is rendering it. The translator's loyalties are 
thus divided and spliL He or she has to be faithful to the syntax. feel and structure of the source 
language and faithful (0 those of the language of translation . . .  We face a double writing, what 
mighr be described as a 'perfidious fidelity' . . .  We are drawn into Dcrrida's 'Babel effecr',23 

In fact, every significant social movement and every creative development of the artS in 

the Caribbean in this century has begun with or included this translation-moment of the 

re-encounter with Afro-Caribbean traditions. The reason is nOt that Africa is a fixed 

anthropological point of reference - the hyphenated reference already marks the diasporizing 

process at work, the way 'Africa' was appropriated into and transformed by the plantation 

systems of the New World. The reason is that 'Africa' is the signifier, the metaphor, for that 

dimension of our sociery and history that has been massively suppressed, systematically 

dishonoured and endlessly disavowed, and that, despite all that has happened, remains so. 

This dimension is what Frantz Fanon called "the fact of blackness» 24 Race remains, in spite 

of everything, the guilry secret, the hidden code, the unspeakable trauma, in the Caribbean. 

It is 'Africa' that has made it 'spealtable', as a social and cultural condition of our existence. 

In the Caribbean cultural formation, white, European, Western, colonizing traces were 

always positioned as the ascendant element, the voiced aspect: the black, 'African', enslaved 

and colonized traces, of which there were many, were always unvoiced, subterranean. and 

subversive, governed by a different 'logic', always positioned through subordination or 

marginalization. Identities formed within the matrix of colonial meanings were constructed 

so as to foreclose and disavow engagement with the real histories of our sociery or its cultural 

'routes'. The huge effortS made, over many years, not only by academic scholars but by 

cultural pracritioners themselves. to piece together these fragmentary. often illegal. 'routes to 

the present' and [0 reconsrruct their unspoken genealogies. are the necessary historical 

growldwork requiIed to make sense of the interpretive matrix and self-images of our culture 

and to make the invisible visible. That is, the 'work' of translation that the African signifier 

performs, and the work of 'perfidious fideliry' that Caribbean artists in this post-nationalist 

moment are required to undertake. 

The struggles to rediscover the African 'routes' within the complex configurations of 

Caribbean culture, and to speak through that prism the ruptures of transportation, slavery, 

colonization, exploitation and raciaJization, produced the only successful 'revolution' in the 

23 Sar.u Malul'3j. "Perfidious Fidelity", in Glbbal VifiollJ; TOWllrds II Nrw InuTIUlh01UlliJm in 1M VisUJJIArtJ. cd. Jean Fisher 
(London: Insdunc: of the: Imc:rn:nional Visual Arts, 1994), p. 31. nle reference is to Jacques Dc:rrida. "Des Tours des Babel", 
in Dijfunru i" Tram!Ah'on (Ithaca: Cornell Univcrsiry Press. 1985). 

24 TIle title of one: of the: men impom.nr ch3prcrs in Fr.l.nn Fanon, Bltzck Skin, W!Jiu Musla (London: Plu[o Prc.ss. 1986). 
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anglophone Caribbean in this century - the so-called cultural revolution of the 1960s - and 

the making of the black Caribbean subject. In Jamaica, for example, its traces are still to be 

found in a thousand unexamined places - in religious congregations of all sorts, formal and 

irregular; in the marginalized voices of popular street preachers and prophets, many of them 

declared insane; in folk stories and oral narrative forms; in ceremonial occasions and cites of 

passage; in the new language, music and rhythm of urban popular culture as well as in 

political and intellectual traditions - in Garveyism, Ethiopianism, revivalism and 

Rastafarianism. The latter, as we know, looked back to that mythic space, 'Ethiopia', 

where black kings ruled for a thousand years, the site of a Christian congregation 

hundreds of years before the Chrstianization of western Europe. Bur, as a social 

movement, it was actually born, as we know, in that fateful bur unlocatable 'place' closer 

to home where Garvey's return met Revd Hibbert's preaching and Bedward's delusive 

fantasies, leading to the retreat to and the forced dispersal from Pinnacle. It was destined 

for that wider politicized space where it could speak for those - if the phrase is forgiven -

'dispossessed by independence" 

Like all these movements, Rastafarianism represented itself as a 'return'. But what it 

'returned' us to was ourselves. In doing so, it produced 'Africa again' - in the diaspora. 

Rastafurianism drew on many 'lost sources' from the past. Bur its relevance was grounded in 

the extraordinarily contemporary practice of reading the Bible through its subversive 

tradition, through its unorthodoxies, its apocrypha: by reading against the grain, 

upside-down, turning the text against itself. The 'Babylon' of which it spoke, where its 

people were still 'suffering', was not in Egypt but in Kingston - and later, as the name was 

syntagmatically extended to include the Metropolitan Police, in Brixton, Handsworrh, Moss 

Side and Notting Hill. Rastafurianism played a critical role in the modern movement that 

made Jamaica and od,er Caribbean societies, for the first time, and irrecoverably, 'black'. In a 

further translation, this strange doctrine and discourse 'saved' the young black souls of 

second-generation Caribbean migrants in British cities in the 1 960s and 1 970s, and gave 

them pride and self-understanding. In Frantz Fanon's terms, it decolonized minds. 

At the same time, it is worth recalling the awkward fact that the 'naturalization' of the 

descriptive term 'black' for the whole of the Caribbean, or the equivalent, 'Afro-Caribbean' 

for all West Indian migrants abroad, performs its own kind of silencing in our new 

transnational world. The young Trinidadian artist, Steve Ouditt, has lived and worked in the 

USA, England and what he describes as the 'Sucroropia' of T rinidad. He describes himself as 

"a post-independence American/English educated Christian Indian Trinidadian West Indian 

Creole male artist", whose work - in writren and installation form - "navigates the difficult 
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rerrain between the visual and the verbal". He addresses this issue head-on in one of his 

recent pieces for his online diary, "Enigma of Survival". 

Afro-Caribbean is the bbnker term for any Caribbean in England. For real, Ir is as reaJ as when many 
well-cduc.1tcd people here .say to me, 'You are from the Caribbean, how comc:, you arc: nor even black, 
you look Asian' , , . t do believe that rhe term 'Afro-C.'U'ibbean' is a British naming and perhaps it is 
supposed (0 represent the image of the majority ofWesr Indian migrants who came here in the post-war 
period. And if is used (0 mark and remember in their past lhe policics and horrors of slavery, [he 
European classification of Africans as ulcrainferior. The fragmentation and loss of 'culture' bll( with 
desires to negotiate 3 new 'Afroncss' in this diasporic site , . .  In [his specificity I can deal with 
'Afro-Caribbean' . . .  but nor when it is used as rhe privileged index of horror (Q settle and ceorre all 
orher sub:urern Caribbean hisroriogrnphies under an Afrophilia of the Caribbean here in Britain , . .  
Trinidad has had a history ofindenrureship of Indians in labour camp apartheid for as long as if has had 
• . d' I 25 org:um.e s avery " , 

What these examples suggest is thar culture is nOt just a voyage of rediscovery, a return 

journey. It is not an 'archeology'. Culture is a producrion. It has its raw materials, its 

resources, its 'work-of-production'. It depends on a knowledge of rradition as "the changing 

same" and an effective set of genealogies. 26 But what this 'detour through its pasts' does is to 

enable us, tbrough culture, ro produce ourselves anew, as new kinds of subjects. It is 

therefore not a question of what our traditions make of us so much as what we make of our 

traditions. Paradoxically, our cultural identities, in any finished form, lie ahead of us. We are 

always in the process of cultural formation. Culture is not a marrer of onrology, ofboing, but 

of becoming. 

In irs present, hectic and accentuared forms, globalization is busily disentangling and 

subverting further its own inherited essentializing and homogenizing cultural models, 

undoing the limits and, in the process, unravelling the darkness of the West's own 

'Enlighrenment'. Identities rhought of as serried and srable are coming to grief on the rocks 

of a proliferating differentiation. Across the globe, the processes of so-called free and forced 

migrations are changing the composition, diversifYing rhe cultures and pluralizing the 

cultural identities of the older dominant nation states, the old imperial powers, and, indeed, 

of the globe irsdE2l The unregulared flows of peoples and culrures is as broad and as 
unstoppable as the sponsored flows of capital and technology. The former inaugurate a new 

process of'minorirization' within the old metropolitan societies whose cultural homogeneity 

has long been silently assumed. But these 'minorities' are not effecrively ghetroized; rhey do 

25 Sn::vc Oudirr, "Enigma of Survival", in Anno/aljofII 4: Crw/�in-Site, �d. Cilane T:madros (London: Instirurl: of me 
luternationa..l VISual Am. 1998), pp, 8�9. 

26 For "tradition as the changing same", see Gilroy. The Buuk Atlanlir. 
27 See. for example, Arjun App:ldur:li, Moamlil] 1/1 urge (Minneapolis: Univt'rsiry ofMinnesotllo Press. 1996). 
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not long remain enclave serdements. They engage the dominant culture along a very btoad 

front. They belong, in fact, to a transnational movement, and their connections are multiple 

and lateral. They mark the end of a 'modernity' defined exclusively in Western terms. 

In fact, there are two, opposed processes at work in contemporary forms of globalization, 

which is itself a fundamentally contradictory process. There are the dominant forces of 

cultural homogenization, by which, because of its ascendancy in the cultural marketplace and 

its domination of capital, technological and cultural 'flows', Western culture, more 

specifically, American culture, threatens to overwhelm all comers, imposing a homogenizing 

cultural sameness - what has been called the 'McDonald-ization' or 'Nike-ization' of 

everything. Its effects are to be seen across the world, including the popular life of dIe 

Caribbean. But right alongside that are processes that are slowly and subdy decentring 

Western models, leading to a dissemination of cultural difference across the globe. 

These 'other' tendencies do not (yet) have the power, frontally, to confront and repel the 

former head-on. But they do have the capacity, everywhere, to subvert and 'translate', to 

negotiate and indigenize the global cultural onslaught on weaker cultures. And since the new 

global consumer markets depend precisely on their becoming 'localized' to be effective, there 

is certain leverage in what may appear at first to be merely 'local'. These days, the 'merely' 

local and the global are locked together; not because the latter is the local working-through 

of essentially global effects, but because each is the condition of existence of the other. Once 

'modernity' was transm_itted from a single centre. Today, it has no such centre. 'Modernities' 

are everywhere; but they have taken on a vernacular accentuation. The fate and fortunes of 

the simplest and poorest farmer in the most remore corner of the world depends on the 

unregulated shifts of the global market - and, for that reason, he or she is now an essential 

element part of every global calculation. Politicians know the poor will not be cut out of, or 

defined out of, this 'modernity'. They are not prepared to be immured forever in an 

immutable 'tradition'. They are determined to construct their own kinds of 'vernacular 

modernities', and these are the signifiers of a new kind of transnational, even posrnational, 

transcultural consciousness. 

This 'narrative' has no guaranteed happy ending. Many in the old nation states, who are 

deeply attached to the purer forms of national self-understanding, are literally driven crazy by 

their erosion. They feel their whole universe threatened by change, and coming down about 

their ears. ' Cultural difference' of a rigid, ethnicized and unnegotiable kind, has taken the 

place of sexual miscegenation as the primal postcolonial fantasy. A racially driven 

'fundamentalism' has surfaced in all these Western European and North American societies, 

a new kind of defensive and racialized nationalism. Prejudice. injustice, discrimination and 
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violence towards 'the Other', based on this hypostasized 'cultttral difference', has come to 

take its place - what Sarat Maharaj has called a sort of "spook look-alike of apartheid" -

alongside the older racisms, founded on skin-colour and physiological difference - giving rise 

in response to a 'politics of recognition', alongside the struggles against racism and for social 

justice. 

These developments may at first seem remote from the concerns of new emerging 

nations and cultttres of the 'periphery'. But as we suggested, the old centre-periphery, 

nation-nationalist-culture model is exacrly what is breaking down. Emerging cultures that 

feel threatened by the forces of globalization, diversiry and hybridization, or that have failed 

in the project of modernization, may feel tempted co close down around their nationalist 

inscriptions and construct defensive walls. The alternative is not to cling to closed, unitary, 

homogenous models of 'cultural belonging' but to embrace the wider processes - the play of 

similariry and difference - that are transforming culture worldwide. This is the path of 

'diaspora', which is rile pathway of a modern people and a modern culture. This may look, at 

first, just like - but is really very different from - the old 'internationalism' of European 

modernism. Jean Fisher has argued that, until recently, 

Imemadonalism has always referred exclusively to a European-European diasporan axis of political. 
military and economic affiliations . . .  nlis entrCndled and dominant axis creates, in Mosquera's words, 
'zones of silence' elsewhere, making it difficult for lateral communications and other affiliations to rake 
place. Ameen and Oguibe remind us thar the present initiative (to define a new internationalism in the 
arts and culmre] is only the most recent in a history of such 3ncmprs at cross-cultun! dialogue which 
have been crased from 'cnablished narrarions of cultural pracrice in Brimin [and which failed] ro 
overwhelm the deep·seaccd and firm srfUccures which we interrogate' (Oguibe).28 

What we have in mind here is something quite different - thar 'other' kind of moderniry 

that led C. L. R. James to remark of Caribbean people, ''Those people who are in western 

civilization, who have grown up in it, bur made to feel and rI,emselves feeling they are 

outside it, have a unique insight into their society. 
,,29 
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